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liked to speak of the new solution Strindberg had.rro'w
to offer to the problem of the realistic drarSa—again
so different from the crudities of The lifter and Lady
Julie—in plays ni11*:^3^^	and of the new
art of the "• Sia§P^pW ". The Dame of Death is an
epical work in the realistic drama of Europe, at the
turn of" the century. And with the extraordinarily
inte'resting little plays—of which The Ghost Sonata is
among the best known—there begins a new genre
in tihe literature of the theatre,
^"^trindberg's life did not resolve itself into harmony ;
but it did not close entirely in discord. Let us take
leave of him by thinking of two of his last works.
The first is the final volume of his autobiography,
Alone—the picture of the last calm in a life that had
been one long series of storms. There is infinite
pathos in this portrayal of a man who had been
"ever a fighter", and who comes back from the most
terrible fight a man can have to face—the wrestling
with the dark unseen powers—comes back to solitude.
We think of Strindberg., a pathetic figure in his final
refuge, the " Blue Tower " in the Drottningsgatan in
Stockholm. And the other work I would turn to is
the last drama, in which he has given us the spiritual
quintessence of all his stormy life, the nearest approach
he made to a solution of its great Sphinx-riddle. I
mean The Great Highway. Strindberg depicts himself
here as the huntsman who descends from the Alps and
passes along the great highway of life, and sees the
insincerity, the mockery and the futility of the world;
sees, too, the happiness he himself has missed—a
happiness which is concentrated for him in a little
red-roofed, green-shuttered house nestling beneath
the fir trees in some sea-girt skerry—a summer day
with wife and child—a supreme moment in life
which this modern Faust was powerless to bid stay.
Strindberg was in touch with all the gteat move-
ments of ideas in the Europe of his time. He burst
many a bubble ; and led to deep and long searching

